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When the supernatural world spins out of control, when the police can’t handle what goes bump
in the night, when monsters come screaming out of nightmares and into the mean streets,
there’s just one man to call: Harry Dresden, the only professional wizard in the Chicago phone
book. A police consultant and private investigator, Dresden has to walk the dangerous line
between the world of night and the light of day.Now Harry Dresden is investigating a brutal
mauling at the Lincoln Park Zoo that has left a security guard dead and many questions
unanswered. As an investigator of the supernatural, he senses that there’s more to this case
than a simple animal attack, and as Dresden searches for clues to figure out who is really behind
the crime, he finds himself next on the victim list, and being hunted by creatures that won’t leave
much more than a stain if they catch him.Written exclusively for comics by Jim Butcher, The
Dresden Files: Welcome to the Jungle is a brand-new story that’s sure to enchant readers with a
blend of gripping mystery and fantastic adventure.

From Publishers WeeklyAuthor Butcher is the creator of the Dresden Files series of novels (the
basis for the short-lived Sci-Fi channel series), and this fun graphic novel is the prequel to his
first Dresden book, Storm Front. Blurring the lines between fantasy and noir, Dresden is a
scrappy, rough-and-tumble consulting professional wizard who's often hired by the Chicago
police to work on those crimes that enter the supernatural. Given only 24 hours to solve an
inexplicable and gruesome murder at the zoo, Dresden has to deal with unhelpful zoologists and
police, a helpful but confused potential love interest, packs of demonically possessed animals
and several deadly enchanters along the way, eventually uncovering a plot by one of mankind's
great ancient foes. If the story is not particularly deep, it's breathlessly paced, with plenty of
quirks and details (one of Dresden's closest friends and allies is an ancient talking skull), and a
compelling page-turner. Syaf's art is always effective, but sometimes ping-pongs between
generic action-comic combat poses and more personal and evocative horror art. This book is a
decent start to a new medium for the series and may pique the interest of those unfamiliar with
Dresden and Butcher. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorJim Butcher is the New York Times bestselling author of
more than a dozen novels, including the Dresden Files and the Codex Alera books. Since the
publication of his first Dresden Files novel, Storm Front, in 2000, Butcher has become a favorite
author of millions of dedicated readers around the world. A lifelong fan of comic books, Butcher
lives in Missouri with his wife and son.Ardian Syaf is a rising talent who has received universal
acclaim for his work on the comic book Honor Among Thieves. Syaf lives in Indonesia.Excerpt.
© Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction by Jim ButcherI know The Dresden
Files got a lot of people’s attention when it aired on the Sci-Fi Channel, but there’s a secret I’ve



been needing to get off my chest: In my head, it’s always been an animated cartoon. In fact,
when I’m writing it, I actually see panels from a comic book–sorry, graphic novel–in my mind’s
eye.So when the Dabel Brothers came along and expressed an interest in adapting the books to
a graphic novel format, I couldn’t have been happier.See, back in the day (when you just called
them "comic books" and "graphic novels" wouldn’t really come into common use until the
release of Frank Miller’s Batman: The Dark Knight Returns in 1986), I collected a lot of titles. In
point of fact, from 1983 to 1986, I collected every single Marvel title with the exception of the
overtly marketed toy tie-in titles (Transformers, GI Joe) and those less-than-successful "New
Universe" titles.Yeah. All of them.I stopped looking up the value of all those titles about a quarter
of the way in. It was too depressing. My mom threw 99 percent of them away when I was off at
college. Not that I would have sold them, anyway. Money might be money, but what I loved were
the stories; the heroes, the villains, the victims, the explosions, desperate battles, heroic
sacrifice–the stuff of legends. At least, they were to that 12- to 15-year-old boy. Those comic
books–they were NOT graphic novels back then–stirred my imagination and deeply influenced
the kinds of stories I would write myself one day.So when the Dabels offered me the chance to
write an original story in the Dresden Files, as an introduction for the adaptation of the novels, I
jumped at the chance! Ah hah! I’d gotten to write a Spider-Man novel for Marvel, but this was
going to be even better!Nobody told me how much *work* it would be.I mean, a picture is worth
a thousand words, right? Well, there are between one and six pictures on every single page of a
graphic novel, and when you’re the writer, you’re the one who has to produce the thousand
words. You’ve got to tell the artist what you want on the page, give him some idea of perspective,
of mood and tone, and generally give him a good notional skeleton to draw the sketches on.
When you’re a noob writer for this format, like me, you also have to work out when you’re asking
for the impossible and when you’re telling the artist everything he doesn’t need to know, and
nothing that he does.It’s intense. In its own way, it’s harder than writing a novel.I’m really proud of
the results."Welcome to the Jungle" is a story set in the world of the Dresden Files, immediately
prior to the events of Storm Front. Drawn by the tremendously gifted newcomer Ardian Syaf, I
can honestly say that the representation of the characters found here is very, very close to the
images of them that exist in my head. Harry is bang-on, in particular, and I just keep getting more
impressed with the art being produced to go with the story I’ve written. Put together, I think they
make for a fine comic book.I don’t think I’ll apologize for that one. Comic books opened up a
whole universe of imagination to a kid who rushed to the local comic shop each week, eager to
buy issues for seventy-five cents to one dollar apiece. Comic books helped awaken my own
desire to tell stories, and played a pivotal role in shaping my own storytelling style. I see no slur
in the name, no disrespect, and never have.Even so, I can respect the opinions of others. So
welcome to the first issue of the first original Dresden Files graphic novel–"Welcome to the
Jungle."Enjoy.Read more
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G Hinshaw, “Who's a Fanboy?. Introducing this first illustrated work Jim Butcher reveals he has
always envisioned Harry Dresden as a comic book character. One complaint often heard about
the result of taking words on a page to movies, animation, etc is the image in a readers mind is
nothing like live action or animation. In this case the author approved the end result.I admit my
image of CPD Lt Murphy was a bit softer than Jim's crew created. Harry and Carmichael are
spot on from my imagination.The story is too short for those of us who have read the Dresden
Files novels multiple times (too many?). The inclusion of other art work, character commentary,
and Jim's own thoughts make this a GREAT beginning!”

Dragonkat106, “Great intro for graphic novels!. Jim Butcher always saw The Dresden Files as an
animated cartoon, rather than a tv series. He collected every Marvel comic between 1983 and
1986, barring toy tie-ins and New Universal titles. He loved the stories - the heroes, the villains,
the victims, the explosions, the battles. Those comic books heavily influenced the type of books
he would write. "Welcome to the Jungle" is the first graphic novel set in the world of the Dresden
Files, and takes place directly before "Storm Front".In "Welcome to the Jungle" we are
introduced to Harry Dresden, Chicago's first, and only, wizard PI. If you haven't read "Restoration
of Faith", a short story in the anthology "Side Jobs", this will be the first time meeting several
characters of The Dresden Files. We also meet, briefly, Lt. Karin Murphy and Sgt. Ron
Carmichael. Lt. Murphy is the head of a special division of the Chicago PD, Special
Investigations, whose job it is to investigate and explain any weird happenings, since, of course,
magic isn't real, and monsters don't exist. She is the one who calls Harry in as a consultant
whenever something doesn't make sense. Sgt. Carmichael, on the other hand, thinks Harry is a
con man and running a scam. He is less likely to believe in the supernatural, but then again,
Murphy was introduced to that world in "Restoration of Faith", where she and Harry first met.The
illustrations drawn by Ardian Syaf and inked by Nick Nix, Joe Pimentel, Rick Ketchum, and
David Rivera are absolutely amazing. This was my first graphic novel, and the stunning images
pulled me in as much as Mr. Butcher's writing! For this story, Mr. Butcher spent his time on
creating his brilliant characters rather than world building. In conjunction with the illustrations, his
characters leapt from the pages. You were given a solid feel for the character attributes through
the writing and, in tandem, the expressions and action you saw on the page. Having a set picture
of the characters, rather than just a well detailed description, made it easy to identify with them,
and allow for continued relatability in the further novels.Lt. Murphy and Sgt. Carmichael are
introduced first, though we don't know their ranks yet. However, it is clearly apparent who is
charge. We get a feel for Carmichael first, simply by his comments on the city wanting the case
closed quickly and his disagreement with the order to get "him". When Harry arrives on scene,
their back and forth easily shows Carmichael feels Harry's service is a waste of budget and
Harry himself is a shyster running a scam. We learn little about Murphy, other than she'll push



when she wants something and she, mostly, does things by the book.The first thing we learn
about Harry is his sense of humor is very dry and he gives people huge leeway in their beliefs
and reactions. He uses kinetic energy, which is usually directed by a six feet oak, medieval
quarterstaff, which is six inches circumference, and covered with runes and sigils. It also makes
a great weapon to smack someone if necessary, since Harry isn't against using regular physical
ways to attack, including using a gun. "Fair fights are for suckers." He's intelligent and thinks
outside the box in fights, using magic to manipulate objects when it seems as if he's out of
options. He has a high moral code in regards to innocents, he will not leave them behind or
unprotected. "People suck but persons are worthwhile, always."In a note at the end the, Mr.
Butcher mentions that Harry is meant to be an average person, who likes beer and pizza, and
can't always pay his rent on time. I'd say he achieved that very well.”

Timothy Fitzgerald, “Another quality entry in the Dresden Files. First, I'd like to address some of
these more negative reviews.Yes, it is a comic book, not a novel. But the idea that Amazon
"hoodwinked" anyone is ridiculous. The book has listings of its sales ranks and has for a while,
and it is listed under "graphic novels". Additionally, it has TWO authors listed, not just Butcher,
and the picture used to advertise the product has it clearly depicted at the bottom
"ILLUSTRATED BY..."So you whiners who think Amazon pulled one over on you are just too lazy
or stupid to read the product description.Additionally, this is a PREQUEL, so people whining
about this and that not looking right or not addressing larger issues brought up later in the series,
it is as it should be based on his Pre-Stormfront days.It is also funny people whining about how it
looks, maybe Butcher is just a liar and he writes forwards to sell his product, but according to his
own introduction to the book, much of what is depicted is close to how HE sees it in his mind. So
he seems to like it and being that he created the characters that is good enough for me.It is a
joke to say that "comics are for kids and books are for adults". Come on, the Dresden Files is
good, but it isn't as if you have to be above the age of 10 to read and enjoy them, and Harry
Dresden (and Jim Butcher) are comic fans (Butcher himself even says he has always seen the
Dresden Files as an Animated Cartoon) so Harry translates well to the medium.As to the
product itself: I found it a thoroughly enjoyable Dresden Files mini-adventure. It is 132 Illustrated
pages detailing a Dresden adventure just prior to the start of Stormfront.It has all the fun and
action that you expect from a Dresden Files story, just on a slightly smaller scale, more in line
with the early books than the later "heavier" fare. I like the art for the most part, there are some
complaints with how the illustrator draws his women, they just don't seem as attractive as they
should. The guy has a real Steve Dillion style, and I think faces are his weakest point, everything
else looks really good.Even with the illustrations, there is a LOT of text for a comic book, so the
story still is comparable in length to a long short story.In all it is worthwhile, especially
considering individual issues cost $4 and you can get it all hardback for $12. At the very least it
is a nice little Dresden snack that, combined with Backup, will take the edge off the wait for Turn
Coat.Not just that, but Dresden quotes from Big Trouble In Little China, it doesn't get any better



than that!”

Avid Ebook Libraryr, “A lot of fun. Great to see Harry in an early episode that you only know
about from a brief reference in the day at the zoo story when Harry takes Maggie out for a Dad
and Daughter day. Interesting to learn that the author sees his Dresden novels as strip cartoons,
when he is writing.”

Mary Heron, “Not just for fans. Has some good artwork, I especially like how the animals are
drawn, the gorillas in particular. Some really great dialogue too. Harry Dresden rocks.”

D. P. Roberts, “Five Stars. nice product delivered on time”

Stef, “It's a jungle out there!. Harry Dresden in Comic-Form. Erst ein wenig skeptisch wegen des
ugewohnten Mediums, fügt sich die Geschichte aber wunderbar in die Reihe ein, bzw liegt mit
dem Comic hier eine Geschichte vor, die zeitlich noch vor "Storm Front" spielt. Ein typischer
Harry-Dresden-Roman eigentlich, nur ist die Geschichte etwas gradliniger als die Bücher, was
wohl an der beschränkten Seitenzahl liegt. Das ist auch einer der großen Nachteile, man brauch
nicht mal annähernd eine Stunde, bis man am Ende angelangt ist. Ein Mordfall im Zoo
veranlasst Murphy dazu, "Chicagos only professional wizard" anzuheuern, der nun versuchen
muss, einen unschuldigen vor dem Tode zu bewahren - den Gorilla Moe. Eine Frau in Gefahr
und mächtige Gegner runden das Werk gewohnt ab, besonders das Ende ist sehr passend
gewählt. Die Reibereien mit S.I., das Verhältnis zu Murphy, Harrys Sprüche.... alles
passt.Gewohnter Humor, gut herausgearbeitete Charaktere, überwiegend sehr gut gezeichnet...
Alles in allem sehr gut, nur leider etwas zu einfach gestrickt, besonders im Vergleich zu den
"richtigen" Dresden-Fällen, für volle 5 Punkte reicht es aus diesem Grund bei mir nicht, für
Dresden-Fans jedoch auf jeden Fall zu empfehlen!”

The book by Paul Fleischman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 489 people have provided feedback.
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